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UKTKOBS OF EUMIUTIEO BREATKX8E38
IS THE VOICES GT DEAF CHILDRHI
ft. Koore stall*
I. introduction
norma speech consists of & series of rapid, highly
skilled movements of the breathing eusolea, ansolee of artic-
ulation: ausoles of the lips, tongue, Jaw, velua, and the ex-
trinsic and intrinsic muscles of the larynx. In speech these
muscles are all coordinated into a single movement pattern
which normally produces Intelligible speech. The coordina-
tions and the proper timing of these individual muscles are
of primary importance in the production of normal speech.
Ihe hearing person controls this complex set of speech move-
ments by the sounds produced, while the deaf person unable to
depend upon this swans of control, oust depend wholly upon
the tactile and klnaesthetlo cues which he receives froa the
movement* thaaselves. Therefore the absence of hearing with
the consequent necessity of acquiring speech by artificial
methods, renders the problea of teaching speech to a deaf
child, a difficult one. Speech is not an Instinct; it Is a
series of acquired habits. The asohanisa which produces It
consists of a group of separate organs, each having distinct
vital functions in the eeonoay of the organise. Speech is
therefore as added function, one which is superimposed upon
these widely separated organs. In teaching speech to a deaf
child it is imperative that these separate organs which make
- 2 -
up the ipfMdi mechanism function properly in tha oomplsx,
coordinated pattern* which produce speech.
One of the prevalent type* of speech defect in deaf
children le that of breathiness , resulting in extremely poor
voice quality, and in quick exhaustion of the breath supply.
•Metises an entire breath is expended upon a single word or
even a single syllable. There are reasons for believing that
one of the causes of this breathiness » and the consequent
poor voice quality, is a lack of control over the intrinsic
muscles of the larynx which brings the vocal cords into the
proper, or normal, voicing position. If the vocal cords are
not properly approximated (i.e. too aldely separated) it fol-
low, that a greater amount of air will be required to in-
itiate and to continue a vocal tone than under nomal condi-
tions. Likewise the vocal tone thus produced will be leak-
ing in resonant quality, since the vocal reed, is not
proper-
ly tuned. Xt should be possible to train a group of
deaf
children to the vooal JSS&. **« to t,aoh ***** to
adjust the glottal slit to the optimal degree for the proper
vocal attack . If they can be taught to do this, they
will be
able to produce a more normal voice, but the proper
glottal
adjustment will also prevent the excessive expenditure of
breath.
H. She, BSISSAoji St S*3L y9ftft* SP^S* in i^SBiSeflB-
Before going farther it is necessary to understand
some-
thing of the function of the laryngeal mechanism
in normal
voice production. A great deal has been written
upon this
subject, and some extremely Interesting experieenta have
been carried out both with mechanical Model e or the larynx
end upon the larynx itself, both in the Intact organise and
with excised larynxes, we find that the conclusions of the
early investigator, Kennel Garcia, whose Investigations date
1
from 1641 and who published a theory of phonatlon In I860,
are generally accepted today. Garcia was the first to de-
velop and use a laryngoscope. Be concluded that the direc-
tion of movement of the vocal cords during phonatlon le up-
ward end outward end bens again. At the lower extreme of
the vibration cycle, the glottis Is closed or at least nar-
rowest; while at the upper extreme, It has Its wldsst open-
Ins;. The movement of the vocal cords therefore, ie exactly
symmetrical end synchronous, the frequency of vibration of
the vocal cords being Identical with the pitch of the tone
produced.
Gutxmann (2) using a modified Koenlg Flame which made
tracings on a kymograph drum found that there ere three kinds
of vocal attack < stlmmelnsatte ) in German , namely, (1) the
aspirated (gehauehte), (2) the strong (feste), and (3) the
light (lelss) vocal attacks. The as 1ratcry {gehauehte)
vocal attack Is that which occurs when the vocal cords close
quickly from a breath position to that of a vocalising posi-
tion. In this way there appears first en aspiration which
continues into the beginning of the vocal tone. This type
Guttmann explains, occurs with vowels as well as with
1. :,uoted by Metxger <?, p. 80)
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eontlnuitlvo ooneon&nts. In the strong (feste) vocal at-
tack the vocal cord* ere doead at tha beginning of a ton*
txA the air within tha chest is ooaprossed too*«het acre
•trongly so th*t tha first opening of th* vocal cords ha*
an explosive character sating a •ele*r audible report*. In
th* light (1*1**> Tocal attach which 1* used In singing, th*
vocal cords are plao*4 parallal to one another and only an
oblong narrow *lit remain* between th*ir lnn*r rias. It
aust bo rewembered that Outaumn 1* dieeu»slng th* Oeruan
language. In English speech th* type of vocal attach accord-
ing to this description would probably lie between the strong
(fast*) and the light (lei**) attack. Ihe aspirated
(gehanchte) attach of th* Oeraan corresponds In English to
the aspiret* before vowels.
Scripture (14) observed the vocal eorde using the
laryngoetroboaewp*. He characterized their sorsstnti a*
yielding partly by compression outward and partly by dis-
tortion upward. Although he referred to the singing voice,
hie finding* can be applied here. *to terminology used by
Scripture 1* a* follow* e dull or b^ofc ton* U characteri-
sed also as a breathy iSMTa bjlghj or fjcfifli 12M i« charae-
terited a* a pleasing 1S2*.. Scripture believe* that
the vo-
cal teacher* have long aade the niftake of
thinking that
they could get a bright $SML *7 •*WLn« aodiflcatlon* in the
resonating cavities, I.e.. by waking aodlfications
In the
ehape of the pharyngeal and the oral cavltlee.
He found that
the voce! cords teach only slightly or not at
all for the
5frffftfftr lfffllilt. and that for the bright tones , they are preee-
ed together tightly for a considerable portion of the vi-
bration eyele and are opened for only a brief Instant and
then shut quickly again. Scripture eoneludes (14, p. 713)
that the quality of the tone depends on the nature of the
aotlon of the vocal cords then*elves; pleasing tones are
pleasant because the glottis aets properly and that un-
pleasant, breathy tones can be improved only by improving
the glottal notion.
M. Lerstoyez, according to Rousselot (11, p. 281) veri-
fied the fact that when the glottic le opened to its eldest
extent, no natter stoat the tension of the vocal eorde, and
no natter what the air pressure night be, no sound could be
obtained. He found further, by working on the larynxes of
oholerlos thxt by stimulating the two arytenoid eartllagee,
the internal surfaces of the vocal cords are brought to-
gether In such a way ae to completely close the glottis.
Rousselot (11, p. 289) concludes as follows: (1) when the
vocal cords begin vibrating for voice, the glottis is elosed;
(2) when the breath flows out freely, the glottis is open?
(3) when the vocal cords arm placed in en intemedlary posi-
tion, a whispered sound is produced; and (4) the amount of
breath passing out of the glottis indicates the degree of
closure of the glottis.
Bogus (9) who sade a comparative study of the larynx«*
of all form of animal life has the following to say in regard
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to normal voice production (9, p. 421 )» •The glottis It
closed and * certain degree of elasticity given to Its
gin, not only by the elastic fibers of tho vocal cords, but
by the contracted fibers of the thyro-arytenoid muscle.
-
He continued t "If air be blown through the aperture, the
earglno will separate to recoil In a rhythmical manner, and
a tone of low pitch will be produced: movements take place
mainly In an outward and Inward direction, a wide oval aper-
ture appearing each tine the cords eeparate."
seat, (16) In 1926, ret out to determine the nanner by
which the vocal cords vibrate during roeallration. Re nade
stroboscoplo observation on the larynxes of living subjects,
experimented with models and an excised cadaver* s larynx.
He cane to the conclusion that each cycle of laryngeal
vi-
bration consists of one complete movement of each of
the twe
vocal bands, and that these two movements are in
opposite
phase.
Metsger (7) in 1928, repsatsd the investigation
mads
by west. He also used X-ray photography. Me
tiger's findings
of the mode of vibration of the vocal meres mere
in direct
opposition to those of west. Re few* that hie obssrvations
ooncerning the action of the vocal cords during
vocalisation
are the same as those of Garcia, published
in 1886, with un-
essential modifications. ttettgor concluded, <*. p.
1»«>
That alternate vibrations of the volce-llpc are
physically
impossible, but that there ere no mechanical
objections agalnet
the results of the laryngoscopy observations
of the last
_ ? -
three 4*oade», %aeord3 to their Tibr*tlon» are In
phase, j
lallen and rolls (6) usirv? a 1 *>ryngo-»trobo*©op• ob-
served the vocal cords at being flush together, as nearly
flosh, or »• separated by a gap of one or eors nil looters,
depending open the phase of the excursion that Is caught by
the strobefoople lUu*inatlon. In eneeer to *e#t** (16) ob-
eerv&tions to the offset that the vocal cord* *lbr*te alter-
nately end in opposite phase, those authors agree that
(p. 124) "there is no Justification for assuming that the
nevcoent* of the cord* ore even sioole up ena down
ooveoents
In the direction of the breeth etrean, lot alone
their being
.Itemsto ones.* fhey concluded that the stroboscope
used
by nr. *bet «*c mechanically doftelont end that
th« conclu-
sions that he arrived at rere false.
The general agroos-snt sJ to the action of the
rooal cords
in the production of tone Is that they elbrete
In phase, bo-
^nning fro* a completely «*•»•* m* Po-
tion, their ir*er edges are forced upuard and
outward by tho
fereo of the *ir *olu*n fw the chest. They are restored to
their original notion, as a puff of air ese.oes, by
their
tenslen or elasticity. ««• *** * *****
0p0nln*
and closing occurs ^temines tho pitch of the
vocal ton..
*fce only ai.illllWWt *** *M to be the
1. Posorlbod by fallen and Polin;
Science, 19M, 80,
p. 092.
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argument's of 'Seat (16 * 17) in which he believes he ha*
found evidence for th* fact that fee cord* vibrate In elter-
nate phase, each cord naXing one oomplet. oselllstton for a
slngi. eyele of th« rooal tone, but la opposite phase, the
author* cited, Matsg.r (?) and Isllea and Folia <«> dle-
a^rree with loot, question hie data, and believe that hi*
con-
clusion* sre not roll founded.
The exact manner of vlbratlone does not
affect
the present investigation; it le concerned primarily
with the
ell important principle contained in both sides
of the arge-
nt end efcich h*s been verified by ell the lnvestlgetors
nfore mentioned; feet is. fee Inner edree of fe.
vocal cord*
are, end mmt be breve** together for nomel woioe
production.
ill. JiiJBafiafta .*£ S&n SEHSm JSSfli^iBE Pi
J&e*§£ftu
Hudgins (b)ndtt ooupnmtlw* study of the epeeoh coor-
dinations of sixty-two deaf emojeete and twenty-five
normal
hearing enbjeote while .peeking pbra*e. of different
length..
Me found that the deaf group in wnepariwn
with the nomal
group, among other abnormalltl... had (6, p.
4S> •extremely
alow and labored .peeoh usually
accompanied by high che.t
pressures and uttered wife an excessive
amount of breath,
believe, feat few abnormalities are cau.ed largely *•
incoordination of fee speech muscles.
hawllng. (10) using Hudgln.' method nade
a similar com-
parative study of the speech coordination,
of fifty-eight deaf
rtbjeet. and fifteen normal subjects while
reading * short pre.,
paragraph. He found that th. nore*l
hearing pereon u.e. about
• He
th. mm amount of breath Chile speaking in * eomrereatlonal
too. ae that which he uses ahile breathing
quietly for the
sane length of tlee- the deaf on the other
head, uee uueh
.ore breath while speaking than thej do In quiet
breathing for
the saue length of tl»e. nawllnge alao
confirmed the result,
of Kudgins in regard to sxces.lva breetblnees
of tone and the
Ugh sheet pressures of ths deaf speakers.
Souri, in 1956, (IB) published a study of
the breathing
coordination, of deaf subjects, the purpose of the
study
eas to determine the elements of
breathing which produee
speech and to study the various
abnormities found In a group
of deaf children. He found that
purely abdonlnal breathing,
or purely costal breathing are
eyuonynou. with irregular or
abnornel breathing, and the speech of
subjeet. using either
typo of breathing was extrenoly
poor, these who had the
9lZft& 1X2* «• I"™* breathing
showed fe«r irregularltie.
end th. verity f these were classified a. good .p.akere.
Scuri found that the deaf rebject. used a
great deal -oreM during speech than they used for quiet breathing; nor-
ml sublets, on the other hand, need
approximately the ssne
a^unt of breath in sPs.oh and qui.t
breathing. Souri found
that -the noma! ratio between the
two phase, of respiration,
inspiration, and expiration during
****** " **
ratlo during .peech i. noreally
*6 to 2,8.- th... nor-
ml ratio, .ere eonpl.tely ignore by
the deaf subject.. —
pccially during Souri
concluded (16. P . M3> HI)**
Lr eoluun fr~ the chest lack, force
due to th. week.... -
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to the Incoordination of the breathing nuselee: and (2)
the
glottis la not aufficlently cloaod to pemlt tho iMk
coluwn of air to aot the rocnl oorde Into vibration.
•
The seening inconsistency between the findings of Hud-
glne and Bawllnge, and those of Sourt as to the
strength of
the air eolunn le due perhaps, to a different
Interpretation
of the data. All three inweetlgatore found that
the deaf
need a great deal ore breath In epeeoh than in
q«let breath,
ing, and they all agree that the breathlnese of
the eooal
tone is doe to excessive breath. There ie abundant
evidence
for the faot that the deaf nee extrenely heavy
breathing
•ovenente. (See Fig. 1. Traolnge XI * III)- laetead of the
air coloun lacking foree ae Souri sold, it seene
that it
would hare wore power. Indeed, a greater foree
of air ee
well ae a greater anount will be neeoesary to
produce vibra-
tlone when the ocal oorde ere not properly dosed.
To amemarlte: (1) e frequent defect found
In the epeeeh
of the deaf it that eharaeterited ae breajhv. W
trenely henry breathing eovsnonts with high
cheat pressures
during speech are aoeonpenied by » oxoeesiTe
enount of ex-
pired breath; <3) wore breath ie expended
while epeaking than
during quiet breathing? (4) one of the oaueee
of the exeee-
•iwo expenditure of breath by deaf epeaker.
i. the nal-epprox-
ination of the ocal oorde.
11
l. ftft problem
The purpose of the present study is that of working
oat aethode for voice iaproveaent leading to the develop-
ment of a aore intelligible speech aaong deaf children.
Specifically: To reduce the factor of broafosMtttS to de-
velop e sore noraal voice quality, and to work toward devel-
oping noraal speech breathing coordinations. Therefore, the
aaln purpose of the study Is to determine whether or not it
is possible to teach the deaf subject to control the intrin-
sic ausoles of the larynx which adjust the glottal llll for
the correct voicing position, end to develop methods for
doing this. Proper functioning of the larynx will not
only
produce a aore noraal voice bat will also lead to a greater
eeonoay of breath in vocal production, with the vocal
cords
in the proper voicing position, a aore noraal voice
quality,
and aore natural breathing coordinations, the
intelligibility
of the speech likewise should be greatly laproved.
2. Subjects
The subjects selected for the investigation were ehocem
il ill Has to the following qualifications: (1)
Children who
were oongenitally deaf, or those who had lost
their hearing
before acquiring speech; (2) Children with speech
habits
foraed and with voices characterlied as breajfex; U) Children
who have noraal intelligence.
Thirteen subjects were used la the inveetigatlon. The
subjects were divided into two groups, an experiaental
group
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of six and a control group of seven. Those In the experts
cental group wore gi*en breathing and voice building sx-
ereises; those in ths control group received the regular
class-rooo training and had no special breathing or voice
building exerolsee. The control group was ueed as a cesns
of evaluating the expericcntal exeroiees given to the exper-
iccntal group.
the data for the individual oacoers of the teo groups
folloe with the date of birth, cause of deafness, date at
enieh they beeace deaf, and a olassifieation as to the de-
gree of de&fness. the olassifieation of deafnoes here ueed
is that described by Guilder and Hopkins (1). It will be
seen that they all fall into the s»st profoundly deaf group,
Xvc, with the exception of one who falls into the next
group, III*.
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Born: Pegras of
Deafness!
Causes
C.E. March 1918 264 II1B Born deaf
O.B. June 1919 213 IVC Born deaf
j a aw. 1922 124 IVC Meningitis (at 22 months)
V.R. a&roh 1928 164 IVC Bern daaf
S.V. Aag. 1925 216 IVC Intestinal fin from
7 months
to 24 souths. Deafness first
noticed at age of three years
J. A. Geo. 1926 172 IVC Born deaf
Control Group
V.6. Feb. 1921 166 IVC Born deaf
T.B. A«. 1921 199 IVC Bern deaf
w.B. Oat. 1921 193 IVC Bern deaf
O.B. Oct. 1922 140 IVC Born deaf
O.P. Sept. 1924 172 IVC Bern daaf
S.O. Oot. 1925 159 IVC meningitis and
other disease
at tee and one half years.
M.w. Jan. 1926 195 IVC Bom deaf
3.
Basil subject selected for the study was giwom »P«eh
tests in order to determine the extent
or degree, of speech
siBBBmrtirr «OMl8t»d of: (1)
graphio reoordi of
voices; (2) records of the breathing
coordinations of the
subjects and (3) Intelligibility tests. Similar
tests were
giwen at intervals daring the training
parted to detemine
14
the amount of progress. Final erlterla of success was
determined by the records si obtained in the several tests.
Cxerelsee were worked out daring the experiment fort (1)
bringing about voice control ; and (2) the development of
normal speech breathing.
a description of the speech tests and a description of
the methods need to correct the voices and speech of the
children follow
t
A- BtS&fi&a St frattEK
(1) fbloo Tssts
It is possible to determine the type of vocal attack
of a speaker by means of a voice recorder and a kymograph.
A good vocal attach Is characterized on the kymogram by the
immediate appearance of vibrations of the vocal cords, the
moment the breath begins to flow. (See Fig. 2, Tracings X
mad VI). In giving the open vowel §jr, or any other vowel,
voice appears on the record immediately, without being pre-
ceded by aspirated breath. An improper vocal attack for a
vowel Is characterized by a flow of breath preceding the
voice, the action of the vocal cords daring the aspirated
syllable har in normal speech is an excellent example of the
improper vocal attack often used by deaf children for vowels
alone. A recording of har shows a sudden rise of air pres-
sure of from .04 to .10 seconds followed by laryngeal vibra-
tions. By drawing baselines on the records which represent
the recording stylos at a neutral level, it is possible to
- IB
determine the tin daring «» aeplrated br*ath pr*"
eedes the production of the vowel tones.
Tests far the vocal attack consisted of waking
voice
records on a kyeograph toy neans of the voice
recorder. The
euVJecte eere first required to alternate the
syllables a*
end hj£. fhe purpose of this test was to determine
whether
or not they were able to differentiate
between these two
fore* of vocal attack. A subject's inability to uake
this
differentiation would show the lack of control over
the In-
trinsic euseles of the larynx which control
the wecal cords.
Records were mads of the vowels *oo- and -ee-
In the same
It le possible to determine the relative
e*oe*t of
breath used by a person In speaking, toy
the use of suitable
recording apparatus end a kymograph, formal
speech breath-
ing l8 characterised on the record by a
comparatively quick
inspiration of breath end by a slow prolonged
expiration.
Tracing, from both the chest and from
the abdomen show the
degree of expansion and contraction of
these areas during
respiration. Oe. Fig. 1, tracing I - ) On.
lustration and
expiration constltuts a phrase. The
normal speaker rege-
latee the length of the phrase largely
by the natural pause,
la the uaterlal being spoken, rather
than by the actual oxy-
gen needa at any uoment. The deaf
subject, on the other hand
expend, a large amount of breath on
.Ingle word.. A» a re-
.ult, hi. phrases are abort and hi.
spo-h broken up Into
16
artificial units without regard to the natural divisions of
thm aterial. Tracings of the breathing aovevents at the
ehest and abdoninal levels not only ehow the nasber of
phrases per unit of speech Material, but it is also possible
to measure the relative anount of breath expended during the
process. Hudglne (5) and Rawllngs (10) have described this
sethod elsewhere.
fixe breathing records were Bade by placing the subject
in the wooden franc, (Sec page 17) cad placing the thistle-
tube tanbours and bosses against the body wall. One of these
tanbours was placed on the lower sternua to record the nove-
nent of the rib cage ct that point: the other wae placed In
the uid-epigaetrie region to record the movements of the ab-
doninal wall at that point, this nethod provides a very ac-
curate ncanc of recording breathing novenents without unduly
hanperlng the subject. Records were amdc of both quiet and
speech breathing, file subjects were required to read a proee
paragraph of ninety syllables for the speech breathing
records. Usually four repetitions of this paragraph consti-
tuted a single test. fi*e ease paragraph wae used In all of
the teste.
(3) Apparatus
Records of the voice were made by recording air pressure
changes outside the south, an alwninuw mack wae cut to fit
the contour of the area around the nouth and ventilated
to
provide for excessive pressure, the aluuinua cask was con-
nected to a voice tanbour which consisted of a large nctal
tube
1?
16 mm. In dlemeter, with a rubber dl&phraa stretched over
19m end to which wee sttaehed the recording stylus. The
pneumo&elk wee also wed to record the voices of those sub-
jects who spoke with a Tory high pitch. This instrument Is
mare sensitive to deiioate pressure changes sad responds to
higher frequencies than does the toIce tambour. Records of
normal speakers are presented In fig. 2, made with both types
of recorder. (Sec Tracings I, and vl.)
The breathing oweceats were recorded with the appara-
tus described by Huuglns (5, p. 10). The subjects stood In
a wooden fruce whloh held the recording tambours Independent-
ly of the subject. The tambours were adjusted to record the
breathing movement of the area of the lower sternum and In
the ald-epigastrio region. The pressure changes within the
recording system were transmitted to the smoked records by
means of the pneumodelk described by Hudgins and stetson (4).
(ft) flMMtft ymtmlllsAblllte TCSifl
In order to determine whether or not the improvement
in the subjects' voloes affected their general speech In-
telligibility, it was necessary that each subject be given
intelligibility tests both before and after training in both
the control and the experimental groups. The tests were
given as follows: each subject was given a group of ten un-
related sentences of simple language to read. So attempt
was
1. For a fell descriotlon of this apparatus see
*ou*eelot
(11, pp. 135-137) and Scripture (13, p. 141).
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B ,,ie to the sentence, with any particular
kind of
sound combinations. . *» ohlld tot at ft tabl* la
front of
the four auditore. the mm four auditore were used through-
out the ezperlTtent. Two of the auditors
neroly lletoned to
the *ubJ*ot* without watching the lip novenente;
the other
two auditor* looked at the subject ae well ae liotened.
Mo
dleoueelon or conparlng of note* by the audltore
wae attowo*
until the teat wae over, Sach eontenc* wae
read three tin**;
the ohlld wae given a signal whoa to begin each
reading.
She auditors wrote down between each reading
what they
thought the child said. Any word left out or
aleunderetood
caused the entire sentence to be counted
wrong. The test
Papers were scored ae follow*: If the
eontenc* wae wder-
stood corrootly the first tine, a score
of ten wa* given;
if it wa* understood upon the second
reading, a ecore of
five was given. If it was understood
upon the third read-
ing, a seor* of two glv*».
*ailur* to «dor*tand the
entire wnt*noo during the tor.* reading,
—nt * *oro .core.
An av«rag* of the .core. tak«a fro.
the four auditor, con-
stituted the inflllglbUity soore for any
*lngl* ohlld.
The vole, and breathing teste described
above were given
at the begimdng of the training, twice
during the training
p*rlod. and again at the end of the
training period, the
intelligibility te.t. -ere given twice to
each subject: once
cafore training began and again at th.
end of the training
period. The.* t*.t. war. giv*n to the
control group at the
in this sWftftftV It **>» po*.ibl* to
determine to
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what extent tha effect of the training he4 carried over into
the tpeeoh intelligibility of the experimental group.
TTHtlfllmT *c*hodo
The training period for the experimental group lasted
fourteen eehool weeks, each child receiving twenty simitee a
day for five days a wee*. There vara two exception* to this
however; G.E. was able to take tha training only four days a
weak making eleven school weeks of training and 3.B. was able
to take the training only three days a weak, making a
total
of eight school weeks. Tha subjects had bean using their
epceoh from four to eleven years before this Mil ill training
program began.
In normal speech breathing there Is a quick intake of
breath followed by a slow expiration causing a gradual
inward
movement of the chest and abdominal walls. The type of
epceoh breathing cemmomly used by profoundly deaf
subjecte
departs from this normal type in varying degrees.
The chest
is allowed to slump or to deaeend with tha
utterance of the
first sound following Inspiration. The chest
therefore, ex-
orelsss little or no control over the breath
etrcam. 9uoh
subjects show so ability to hold the chest in a poised
posi-
tion, by the means of the Intercoetal
musclee used In normal
epceoh.
special epceoh breathing exercise, were given
for the
purpose of correcting this poor cheat posture
and coordinat-
ing the breathing mechanism In epeech.
The real pcroose of
mm exercises wee that of teaching the child
to control the
flow of air by the eheet-abdonlnel action, Thia was attain-
ed by having tho child take a deep breath and then hold the
air in the cheat keeping the nooth and glottla open, tf
the breath la held In the cheat cavity with the nonth and
the glottla open in thla nenner, it la neeeeaary that the
cheat aateclae thecaelTea aalntaln the cheat cavity in
an ex-
tended poeltlon. Hone of the anbjecte were able to do thia
et the beginning.
(1) p~thlng gxoro^cc
The following arc the exerelaea weed for deTeloplng
the correct cheat poatcre and for coordinating
the breathing
aeehanian In epeeeh:
The flrat cxerclae teaehea the enbjeot the oorreot
Cheat poatwxe for beginning the phreee. The
exercise con-
elate of hawing the enbjeete lift tha cheat and inhale ep-
nroxiitately the aaao anonnt of air that la
exchanged in
«omal reaplratlon. nth the cheat held In thia po.ltloo
end with the glottic open, enell MftlM awSMatil
the w^tlne: fpweawnt consists of exchanging
extrenely enell
pnffe of air while alntainlng the cheat at a
given level,
in naking the oanJlM HUBS*- the aobjeet U controlling
the etree. of breath by the action of the
cheat itaelf
.
rather
th*n by the ooenlng and eloaing of the
glottla. The air
praaanre within the cheat renelna at
epprexiwately a neutral
level. The rate of the KMSSl be frcai one
to three cyclea par eeeond.
The aeoond exerelee le a codification
of the
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ajajassamto •«B4«wt« exhale several
chert puffe of
breath stopping the breath floe between each puff, bat not
inhaling beteeen the*, the eerf.es of puffs is followed by
an inspiration ehleh restores the ©best to Its former
level.
At the beginning two to four of theee puffs are
given on a
single expiratory movement and later the washer of puffs
can
be Increased to six or eight. Care oust be taken in
giving
thie exercise to see that the subjects do not revert to the
PAatlng aovcmcnt . the inspiration in this exercise is si-
cays greater than any -ingle expiratory puff; it
ia the nor-
«al phrasing novacant, the type of the
chest-abdominal action
used in normal speech breathing. tee rate of
these email
expiratory puffs is that of normal syllable
utterance. Thus
the subject is taught to execute the normal phrasing
(2) Voles Dyralopment
The following are the exercises used for
developing the
vocal attack and for giving the subjects control over
the
intrinsic laryngeal muscles:
the first exercise teaches the subjects to close
the
glottic voluntarily. tee excrciee consists
of having the
subjecte take a breath, and then, having them hold
it by
.hutting off the air passage with the vocal
cords. In this
position tee cords are ready to vibrate a.
eoon as tee air
begins to flow. Oars should be taken teat
tee glottis Is not
too tightly olossd. lite tee glottic in
tele eloeed posi-
tion, tee subject give, a prolonged stream of
voice uelng the
open vowel j£* It la po.«ible to deteralne froa the voice
quality whether or not tho vooal oorde are properly
olo.ed,
too highly tensed, or too widely eeparated, daring
tho ex-
erolec If tho voice boom to bo of a etrtdent, or tenee
owallty. it it m indication that the glottic is oloaad too
tightly, thie tenelon can bo obaorrod alao by a
tightening
of tho ouscle. in tho throat and nook.
However, if tho ohild
haa loamod to aanago tho ohoat in tha oorroot aanner
in tho
previous exercises, ho will not naad to wee tho
vocal oorda
as a real barrier againat tho chost pr.«eure,
beeauec tharo
la no ©heat pressure .ven at a full
ohoat until tha
eyllable. begin. If the voice during this
exercise le
breathy, it ie an indioation that the vocal
cords are too
widely separated. It ie necessary to
iapross upon the sub-
ject that a £29& XSifi* H ***t9*' Ex#rol,M °* *M
1990 wore given with the rowel. £fi
and ee.. the subjects
often lose the glottal adjuetaent when change,
are oade in
the resonating cawiU.e for the different
vowels, the
jeote oust learn to keep the £22A joist during
any aeveaent
of tho lips, tongue or Jaw.
The eeoond exeroleo teaches the
subject to uee this
ffooa Toice in suocoaalre eyllablee
on a single expiration.
This 1. awoh tho saao as tho procedure
followed in the second
of the breathing exercises described
above (p. 20). It la
poeeiblo during thl. exercise to teach
the subject, to raleo
tho velu. with each vocal eyllebl..
Thl. 1. an exe.ll.nt
opportunity for building the corrwt
action of tho velu. into
the nore general speech novenent pattern. By using this
open vowel a£, or a eloee approximation, ana a lrror, the
subjects learn to raise the velu* with each syllable. The
teacher should work on this until the subject can produce a
good resonant voice without excessIts nasal quality.
the third exercise teaches the subject to give a
garbled ipiiMCrt on one of the rowels, the warblf here used ie
a warble of intensity rather than of pitch, the process con-
sists of a series of strong syllables with the voice at a
high level of intensity during the syllable, and falling
to low Intensity level, hat not dying out, between syllables,
the glottal adjustment ie naintained throughout a single
series, the rate of the alternation is one to two per
second, this exercise ie excellent practice for Intensity
control. It helps the subject to control the air flow free
the ehest. furthermore, it helps to aintain a relaxed
glottal closure since the voice would cease between eylle-
bles if the closure is too tight or if the cords are
too
widely separated.
the fourth exercise teaches the subject to alternate
the voiced and whispered a*. Several of these
eyllcbles ere
given on a single expiration axing cure that the air flow
ceases aouent&rlly between each syllable, this
is an excel-
lent exercise for the intrinsic laryngeal easel
es, since it
involves the opening and the closing of the vocal
cords with
whispered and vocalised syllable.
The fifth exercise teaches the subjects to alternate
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the syllables ar. and fear. on a eioglo expiration. In giving
the syllabic a*, the rooal cords are in a eloeed petition:
while in siring the syllable ha£, the vocal cords mx&t allow
breath to escape for the aspirate fc, and then eloee quietly
fro» the aepiratory poeition to the voicing position for the
vowel, the type of veoal attach need for hjr. is ths ease as
the -aspiratory vocal attach* (gehaschte stisseinsatse) dis-
cussed by Outtsann (2). The length of the aspirate in
ncrsttl speech ranges frosi .04 to .1 of a second.
Alternat-
ing the syllables ar. and hj£ on a single expiration in this
saner, •hoes the subject's ability to control the vocal
cords to even a greater degree then the ability
required for
the preceding cxerelee. The vowels oo. and ee. are
used in
the same wanner.
In the sixth exercise the consonant sounds are prac-
ticed in cosiblnation with the vowels already
discussed. In
this exercise, the subjects are given words, phrases and
short sentences, teaching then to nee the nornal
phrasing
sttvcsjcst which has been taught in the preview exercises.
An attempt should be nade to attain a core
normal word accent
in speech. As the subjects progress, they can be
given
longer sentences but care nuet be takes to
keep the exercises
within the subject 1 * range or chest capacity.
4. Results
The voices of all the subjects in the experlnental
group
a decided is*rove»ent a. a result of
the training.
EaCh of the subjects had trouble at the beginning
in dis-
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tlngulshlng between &he syllabi** #£ **£ I **
of the training hoaerer, all of the subject* olth the ex-
ception of one, (V.a.), »ere able to wake this distinction.
(See Table 1.) *he breathing record* of all tin children
vita tne exception of one, oho received too training
only throo tioes a nook) uoved toward the nornel typo of
broatning. In fact, too nil of four of the subject*,
(O.K., J.B., J- A.) foil within the noma! range in
re-
gard to tho aaplltndo of breathing noveneat for the
toot
paragraph, tao scores of too of tho subject* (C.S. and J.A.),
fall within tho noroal rango in tho manor of
phrasee re-
quired for tho paragraph, tao tie* required to
read tho
paragraph decreased for all of tho subject* excepting too
U.8., S.W.) (See Table 8.) The broathing
data for tho
control group is ehoon in Table 3.
tho average speech intelligibility soore of
the control
group, for tho initial test, nan 49 percent;
tho final
score for this group was 62 percent, a gnin of 13
points,
or a 25 percent gain over the initial tost
score. (See
Table 4.) tho experinontal group on the other
hand, gained
fro* an average score of 37 percent in the
initial test to
65 percent in the fine! tost, shooing an
average gain of SB
points, or a gain of 75 por-nt over the
initial test soor.
to .peeoh intelligibility. The epeeoh
intelligibility test
aeores for tho individual subject* both before
end after
training are presented in Table 6.
In the routine speech testing program carried out In
the sohool each year, the ease teete are need aa thoie
described Is this paper. a combined speech score, consist-
log of a combination of the intelligibility score and the
quantitative data from the breathing records is determined
for each pupil.
me combined speech score for normal speakers is 130.
During this experiment the combined speech score of the
control group Increased from an average of 16, for the in-
itial teat, to an average of 20, the score on the final
test, a gain of five (B) points. (See Table 6.) The com-
bined speech score of the experimental group increased dur-
ing the same period, from an average of 9 to 44, a gain of
36 points. A. discussion of each individual subject follows:
C.S. had difficulty in the initial tests in distinguieh-
ing between the syllables a* and he*. (See Fig. 2. Tracing
II). The records shoved voicing from the beginning of
each
syllable with no Indication of the flom of breath for
the
aspirate fc. (See fig. 2, Tracing I, for
normal form of a£
and hex-) Out of 36 trials, he mac unable to get one
dear
hjr,. The records indicate that while this
subject had a
good resonant voice, there mas an obvious lack
of control over
the intrinsic laryngeal muscles since he wee
umable to make
, _ a*«orlotlon of the routine speech tests end this
*"
method^f^rilS.Wlmmmel Report, Clarke Sohool.
1636, pp. 26-29, 1936, pp. 34-36.
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the necessary glottal adjustments for the production of the
aspirate h. followed by a rowel. Furthermore, he was not
using this resonant voice la hie speech. He epeeoh was
extremely breathy , oharaetorired by weak vowels whleh wore
often Inaudible near the end of a phraee. This Indicate*
that while ho wae capable of producing a good wolee whoa
vocalizing oa a elngle rowel, he quickly loot thie glottal
adjustasnt whoa the lips, tongue, or Jaw, performed the
normal artieulatory movements, fhle brejjhx «P*«*ft ls *1»
evidenced by the largo amount of breath ueed la reading the
proee paragraph before the training began. The relative
asjouat of breath used by this subject at the end of the
training period wae reduced from 162 to 104 millimeters.
This is offered as evidence that ho had learned
to use his
folom while speaking during changes la the
movement of
the lips, tongue or Jam. Farther owldoaoo
that thle sub-
ject learned to control the laryngeal adjustment ie
provided
by mo foot that at the end of the training
period twenty-
six out of thirty trials showed a dear distinction
between
the eyllables e£ and hjr, (See Fig. 2. Tracing ™>
Table 1.) These latter tests were all glroa
with a mmei
tor voice as can bo shown by comparlag
tracings XI aad III
in Figure 2.
The breathing records for this subject alec ehow
a de-
cided improvement la phrasing aad In fluency.
Before the
training, he read the ninety syllable
paragraph la forty
seconds; and ho required sixteen phrases
for the reading. At
r
the end of the training period, the tie*
wa. NAmd to
thlrty-fl*. second* and the MM? of phra.ee hnd neon re-
duoad to ssvoa, which le the average nuaber
of ***** **-
quired by normal epoakere for this paragraph.
The following
table shews the results of monthly breathing
tests for this
subject during the training period.
HO. Phraeee A»«t of breath n»e
ltt wst Mow. IJth li £
2nd test £eo. 14th „
3rd test fob. JJ*
* 104 35
4th test Her. nta 7 AW*
thle subject also showed a 67 percent gain In
speech
Intelligibility. At the beginning of the
training period,
bl. intelligibility eoore was 40;
at the end, it »ae 67. •
g^n of 27 point., the average gain in
Intelligibility of
the oontrol group during the same
period was 13 points. The
oopOinod speeeh soore for tel. eubjeet before
the training
wee 11? this MM eoore at the end of the training eae 68,
an Increase of 67 point..
O.B. had difficulty in the initial
test, in distinguish-
ing between the syllable* *£ and fcer, »•
lBltl*1 ,e°"
showed that there was aleoet inwariably
a flow of breath
*hieh preceded the laryngeal vibrations.
Out of 81 attempt,
to give the syllable «£ only 1*
were *********
.
or 23 per-
^t. the reoords Indioate that this ***** ~
to
produce a good resonant woiee.
Her voloe was extrewly
breathy, indicating a poorly
adjusted glottis, which wade the
protection of a clear resonant totta lnpoeslbl.. Xn riving
the syllable *£, t<* e*s*ple, a third, or In
.any lnetencee,
ovsr half of the syllable consisted of a strefew
of breath.
Vbm epeeoh breathing ?eor* of this eebjeet la inconsis-
tent with that usually found awng subject* who
hare the
very ***8WI for thi* ls ****
*PM*
breathing of this rubjeet was .xtreBcly peculi&n that
ie,
the speech breathing MM carried on largely In the
elavlee-
lar region. M 11 Will of thle region mm not reoorded
m the routine testa of the investigation. She speech
breathing no?ecent la the leeer frternua and
re-
glome shoe, an *rer*ge soore of 1*1
sdllieeters for the two
region*. She score of the lower sternum
and the eAA-
epigastric redone, the areas tested ^ the
routine breath-
ing tacts, shews an parage score of »
slllieetors for the
t*o region*, thle le ©brio** explanation
of the ecenlng
Ineensiste*** of the very brjajfcx 22l££
produced by the ap-
parently snail amount of breath.
ilHUMH of the faat that this subject did
gain in the
control of the glottal adjustment i. Prided by
the fact
thet at the end of the training
period a clear diminution
between the syllable. « end h^ wc. found ie W percent f
the trial., while before the training,
only 61 percent of the
trlale chewed a clear distinction,
(see fable U)
**. epeech breathing of this
.object ehowed wry little
or no InproT—nt. Before the
training period, .he read the
ninety syllabi, paragraph in thirty-.!*
.eeonds: the relative
it of breath ue«d vsea 80 Kdllinetsre and *he required
*loren phrasea for the reeling. At tha end. of tha training
period the tii&e was rodocod to thirty-two seooade; tha
relative a»ouat of breath oaed **» 81 ndlUewtera and the
required twelve phraa«e for the reading. She table below
thawe kha m*ults of «onthly Nothing teitw for this sub-
Joet during tha training period.
Ho. phra«e# A»«t of breath TtM
l.t toot E 38
2nd t«t Beo. 141fc 13 g 2
3rd teet rob. 8tt* 1| g I4th teat her. ITth 12 °*
fhe gain la «P«eoh intelligibility for thl«
eabjeet
•a* three tiaee the initial aeore. At the
beginning of tha
training period, bar aoore wa« 11; at tha and, it
wan 44.
a gain of 33 points. frf average gain In
epeeeh intelligi-
bility of tha oontrol group during tha MM period aaa 13
point! . the eonbined epeeeh eeore for thli
eubjeot before
tha training una 8; thit tana seor. at tha
and of the train,
leg »•» «*» «a inoroaaa of 30 polnto. while
tha initial and
final »oore« ahoa dooldod galna. tha final
.ooret of thia
woJaat indloato .xtrenely poor epeeeh.
Additional tin* and
furthor inteneive training would bo noadod
in ordar to ahoa
further gain.
j.B. haft diffleulty in tha initial taata in
di.tlnfuiah-
ing between the eyttable* fX end fee*.
•hw*
Toioing. fro- the beginning of
Treble with little indi.
oation of the flow for breath for tee
aepirate fe. There waa
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no indication of a phrasing movement; the syllables ere
eaoh given on a single breath. (See Fig. 2, Tracing TO.) Oat
of 35 trials, he was able to get the syllable hj£ only three
tines, or 8 pereent of the trials. (See Table 1.) The In-
itial tests Indicate that while this subject was able to
produce toIoo fron the beginning of the air flow, the voice
van breathy, and of a thin high pitched quality. There was
an obvious lack of control orer the Intrinsic laryngeal
muscles since he was unable to make the necessary glottal
adjustment for the production of the aspirate h followed by
a rowel . This breathy quality of the voice was eridenoed
by the large amount of breath used in reading the prose
paragraph before the training began. The relative amount of
breath used by this subject at the end of the training period
was reduced fron 166 to 102 millimeters. This le offered
as
evidence that he had not only gained control ower the glot-
tal adjustment, bet was alec able to use this good voice,
while speaking. Likewise, he learned to group a number
of
syllables on a single breath rather than expending
the en-
tire breath on a single syllable. Figure 2, Tracing
Till
chows quite clearly that this subject had learned to
control
the coal corde during speech. The tracings of the
syllables
Max and ex are clear cut, not unlike
the tracings from the
normal subject, made with the same recorder shown in
Figure
2, Tracing fl. Further evidence that
this subject learned
to control torn laryngeal adjustment le provided by
the fact
that at the end of the training period, 100
percent of the
32
trials showed a dear distinction between the syllables
ax and Inc. while before tha training, only &4 paroant
of
the trials showed this distinction.
tha speech breathing record* for this subject else
showed an laproveaent in phrasing. Before the training
period, he read the ninety syllable paragraph In thirty-
fire aeaondsT and he required 16 phrases for the reading.
At the end of the training period, the tine *as slightly
higher, being thirty-six seconds? bat the nwsber of phrase*
had been reduced to 13. The table below shows the result*
of aonthly speech breathing lasts for this subject during
the training period.
No. phrases A*»t cf breath Tine
1st teat Mow. JWj }• *»g J?
2nd test »eo. 14th J*
xg ZL
Ard test Feb. IMfe 14 ** g
4th teat Mar. 17th 13 ««
*
This subject also »howed a 32 percent gain in speech
intelligibility, ht the beginning of the training
period,
hi* speech intelligibility score wee S3? at
the end it waa
TO, a gain cf IT point*. The average gain
in speech Intel-
ligibility of the control group during the
sane ported was
13 points. The eonbined speech score for
this subject be-
fore the training was IT; the saw score
at the end of the
training was 41, an Increase cf 24 points.
T.r. had difficulty H» the initial teste
in distinguish-
ing bstween the eyllablss ax and ha* The
record, showed
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a thin, high pitched voice, with vibrations froa the be-
ginning of each syllable with no lndleation of tho flow of
breath for tho aspirate fc. (See Pig. 2, Traolng XT.) Oat
of 13 trials, she eas enable to get one clear her, the
records Indicate that while this subject was able tc pro-
duce Toloe froa the beginning of the syllable stroke, there
wee an obvious lack of control over the Intrinsic laryngeal
mueelee since she was unable to Bake the necessary glottal
adjustaenti* for the production of the aspirate followed
by a vowel, furthemore, this subject waa not using e
good voice in her speech. Her voice was extremely breathy
and strained, often going Into the falsetto range, Indi-
cating that the vocal cords were highly tensed. The
enount of breath used in reading the prose paragraph before
tiie training began was not great. The relative enount of
breath used by this subject at the end of the training
period wee reduced froa 136 nllllneters to 112 allllaetere.
There ems a gradual decrease In the amount of breath re-
quired for reeding the test paragraph, as Is shown by the
monthly tests presented In the table below. The strained
falsetto quality disappeared and she spoke In a more nor-
mal pitch. This subjeet did not gain sufficient control of
the Intrinsic laryngeal muscles to show a clear distinction
between the syllables s£ end har. (See Fig. 2, Tracing T.)
Am was unable to give e vowel preceded by the aspirate
&. (See Table 1.)
The breathing records for this subject showed en Im-
provement In phrasing and in fluency. Before the training
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period, she md the ninety syllable paragraph In fifty-
one seconda; and she required 21 phrases for the reading.
At the end of the training period, the ties was reduced to
forty-six seooads; and the number of phrases had been re-
duced to 16. The table below shows the results of the
monthly breathing tests for this subject during the train-
ing.
Mo. phrases Am»t of breath Tins
1st test Mow. 17th 21 1J6 61
2nd test Deo. 14th 1? 12* *
3rd test Feb. 8th 18 US 47
4th test bar. 17th 16 112 46
This subject showed a 140 percent gain In speech In-
telligibility. At the beginning of the training period, the
Intelligibility score was 29; at the end, It was 68, a gain
of 39 points. The combined speech score for this subject
before the training was 7; this same score after the train-
ing was 27, an Increase of 20 points.
g.W. had difficulty In the initial tests in distinguish-
ing between the syllables e£ and ha£. He was able
to glwe
the syllable a£ without the aspiration 24 times out
of 29
trials. He gawe the syllable bar. 18 tlmee out of 31
trials.
There wae an obwlous lack of control ewer the intrinsic
laryngeal muscles, since he was able to make rery
little dif-
ferentiation between the syllables s£ and h^. The Initial
teets show that there was often a greater flow of
breath
preceding the woloc wlbratlons for the syllable a£ than was
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used In the syllabi* bar . This Is an Indication that th*
voice of this subject ems extremely breathy. Records
taken at the beginning of the experiment shoe that he eas
taking a breath between each of the syllables s£ and hj£.
The voice of this subject during speech was also very
breathy. Xa addition to the lack of control over the vo-
cal cords, there wee also almost e complete lee* of control
over the velum. This open v*lum prevents any possibility
of developing pressure in the south cavity during the eon-
sonant closure except with an exaggerated expenditure of
air. this also was the cause of en extresoly nasal quality
in the voice, this subject, therefore, had two abnormal
eieapet for the breath; the Incompletely closed glottis
end th* open nasal cavity as e result of the inactive velum.
The excessive use of air during speech Is very evident in
the Initial speech breathing teste of this subject as com-
pared to the initial speech breathing teste of the other
subjects. (See fables 2 end 3.) Evidence of the fact that
the subject did gain in breath control by gaining control
over the larynx and the velum during the experiment can
be seen by comparing the breathing scores of the initial
and final test*, the relative amount of breath need by
this subject at the end of training we* reduced from 282
mllllmot*rs to 139 millimeter*. Further evidence of
control
over th* laryngeal mmsdee le provided by th* fact that
at
the end of the training period, all of the 128
trials to
givs the syllabi* a£ »or* euocossful. Out of 66
trials to
give the syllabi* hj£ 64 mi successful , or 98 percent of
th« trials showed a oloar distinction bstween the syllables
££ and har. <Sa« Table 1.
)
The breathing records for mi subject shoved no lav
preveaeat la fluency. Before the training, he read the
ninety syllable paragraph in forty-two seconds; at the end,
he read It In forty-four seconds. The subJsot did shoo a
decided Iwproveaont la phrasing, however. (See fig. 1,
Tracings XI and III.) Before the training, he required an
average of 25 phrases to read the prose paragraph: at the
end of the training, this was reduced to an average of 15
phrases. The table below shows the results of aonthly
breathing tests for this subject during the training period.
Bo. phrases Aa't of breath TIM
let tost Sow. 17th 262 JJ
2nd test Boo. 14th tt 221 44
3rd tost re*. 8th 1? Ig J8
4th tost Mar. 17th 13 X» *•
this subject showed an 88 percent gain In speech In-
telligibility. At the beginning of the training period,
hie score was 41; at the end It was 77, a gain of 36
points.
The average gala la speech Intelligibility of the
control
group was 13 points, the ooablned spoooh score for
tale
subject before the training was 8? this tea* score at the
tad of the training was 32, an Increase of 27
points.
J.A. showed lltti* dletlnctloa la tha Initial
testa
between the syllables B£ «* » t#fta **ptn*'
od breath preceded the vowel for both
syllables. There was
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little or no difference between these two syllables, out
of 80 trial* to srlve the syllable a£ In the initial teste
only 23 showed e clear distinction froe the her , this
subJset had a very breathy voice. Re was uelng so sraoh
breath that It was often necessary for hie to take a breath
between each syllable. This subject was unable to oontrol
the flow of air beeauee of the poor eh^sWbdonlnal aetlon
and alee because of the nal-approximated glottis. This
wae evidenced by toe large amount of breath used in read-
ing the prose paragraph before the training began, the
relative amount of breath used by the subject at the end
of the training period was reduced from 200 mlllimatsrs to
91 »lllineters. this latter snore Is within the range of
noma! speakers fee* reading thl* paragraph. This is offer-
ed at evidence that he had learned to oontrol the laryngeal
neehanlssi and alee the the st-abdominal action in speech.
This gain in speech control of the larynx is further evi-
denced by the fact that before training, 3* percent of the
trials shoesd a clear distinction between the syllables
i£ and haw while after the training, 84 percent of the
trials showed a deer distinction between the two syllables.
The breathing records for this subject also showed a
decided lnproveneat in phrasing and in fluency. Before the
training he read the ninety syllable paragraph In thirty-
nine seconds; and he required 26 phrases for the reading.
At the end of the training period the Use was reduced to
38 —
thirty-one seconds; and the number of phrases had been re-
duced to 9, tfiioh is within the range of the number of
phrases required by normal speakers for reading this para-
graph. The table below shows the results of the monthly
breathing tests for this subject during the training period.
This subject also showed a 39 percent gain in speech
intelligibility. At the beginning of the training period,
hie score was 46; at the end it was 64, a gain of 18 points.
The average gain for the control group was 13 points. The
combined speech score for this subject before the training
was ?; this same score at the end of the training was 69,
an increase of 62 points.
V. B^scuss^Qfi of the, ftesu^s and, Qonolus^
Normal voice quality depends to such a great degree
upon the ear for its sensory control that educators of the
deaf have accepted as almost inevitable the fact that deaf
pupils will speak with what is commonly called a "deaf
voice. * The term is a broad one and implies that deaf
children have unnatural voices. It is synonymous with the
terms harsh, coarse, hollow, thin, monotonous, nasal, and
breathy. In general, the voices of deaf speakers are lack-
ing in most natural qualities. Teachers of the deaf, how-
ever, have continued in their efforts to Improve the voices
1st test Nov. 17th
2nd test Dee. 14th
3rd test Feb. 8th
4th test mar. 17th
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of their children. Any iwhuI of spsech training for the
deaf devotes considerable epaee to the problem of voice
training.
there is a general aesuaption auong teachers of deaf
children to the effect that the vocal mechanism of deaf
children is structurally normal, and all that is needed
to produce noreal speech functions in this aeekenlsm is
proper training method*. There is abundant evidence in sup-
port of the first part of this assunption, nsnely, that the
speech aechanlsa of deaf children Is structurally sound,
ins voices of snail deaf children In their babbling, and the
first efforts at vocalisation have a natural quality. It
is only after they have bean tan ht speech by artifleal
methods that their voices take on a nore unnatural quality.
Haycock, a teacher of the deaf of long experience, writes
(3, p. 21) «lt is a commonly observed fact that nany young
deaf-bora children have very pleasant voices .... Xt Is
also commonly observed that the pleasant qualities of a
child's voice are quickly destroyed by unskillful teaching."
There Is no question but that the nethods of teaching speech
have an important effect upon the voice quality of the deaf
child, the delicate glottal adjuatnent necessary for tee
production of a natural voice quality and ehieh the child
Bakes automatically In his spontaneous vocalisations is
eaelly lost as tee child begins to talk. Ihe attention,
tee
strain, end tee tensions required In laboriously producing
the correct arUculatory novenents involved in even
tee
simplest word, destroy this delicate glottal
adjustment. The
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TIM tension* spread to the vocal cords themselves and the
voice beooaea strained, breathy, and unnatural. The proper
adjustment of the glottal slit Is one of the prise requisites
in the production of a volee of a natural quality. If the
opening is too wide, a heavy force of breath will be re-
I
quired to initiate a tone; the tone in turn will be breathy
and of a poor quality. If the glottis is too tightly closed
the voice will be thin and high pitched.
Along with the problem of labored articulation and the
mal-adjusted glottis goes the problem of supplying breath
for speech production, the speaker ntst adapt his natural
node of breathing to the requirements of speech. It is the
central theme of this paper that: (1) the proper glottal
adjustment for the production of a natural vocal tone and
breath control by the breathing nuseles themselves are in-
separably associated; and it) the two problems must be dealt
with concurrently in any speech training program. Voice
training exercises must fit into breathing exercises; breath-
ing exercises must be ^^eoh-breathlng exercises. Indeed,
there are excellent logical reasons for believing that these
two types of exercises should precede all other speech drills
in the speech program. If It is possible to develop, or to
retain a natural voice quality in the child, and at the
same time to establish normal breath control habits the prob-
lem of moulding this natural voice into speech, —words and
phrases—, by adding the consonant and vowel movements we
will be establishing speech habits upon an excellent founda-
tion, the real problem involved is how to establish this
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dual foundation for speech development.
the methods described and the results presented la
this paper represent an effort to answer this Important
question, The exercises for developing broath oontrol are
based upon experimental facts obtained fro* tumorous Inves-
tigations of noma! speech coordinations . the exercises
for developing the voice are based upon the facts, in so
far as they are known, concerning the normal function of
the vocal cords in voice production. The basis for the
breathing exercises lies Is the fact that normally the air
column Is not under a heavy heed of pressure built up In
advance of the actual words and phrases, but rather this
air stream is controlled by the action of the chest*
abdominal muscles during Utt process at SEffttfl aroftffittPB'
The air flow is controlled and regulated and supplied as
a series of syllable strokes by tee intercostal muscles
in tern production of syllables which make up the phrase.
The basis for the voice exercises lies in the fact that
nor-
mally the inner edges of the vocal cords are brought to-
gether, reducing the glottal opening to a thin line,
in
voice production. This does not mean that the vocal
cords
aet as a valve holding back the air pressure in
the chest.
The air flow Is controlled by the chest itself,
aad the
glottal adjustment merely brings tee vocal cords into a po-
sition where a slight morement of tec air
column will pro-
teem natural voice vibratloae.
4fc -
The results presented In this e^per Indicate that It
it poselbls to demdop a mors natural voice, and to aewdop
mot* normd Spseeh bresthing coordination*. rurthereore,
the data shows that lsprovsments la voice predaction and 1b
breath control arc accompanied, In every eubjeot tested, by
a rapid gale In epeech intelligibility.
The group of subject• used In the experimental groop
were of necessity small, the time for carrying out the
ex-
perlmeat vac alec limited to part of a school year. The
subjects chosen for the experimental group mere those mho
had established speech habits, and whose voices
ecre dae-
sificd as breathy, and otherwise unnatural. So
two of the
subjects presented the same degree of speech irregularity,
yet they all had extremely 1cm speech
intelligibility
scores. The final scores show that their
speech ie still
greatly inferior to that of normal speakers.
There are in-
dloatlons that the task of raising the lewd of intelligi-
bility from Its present lewd to one still higher
will be
far acre difficult than the task lnwolwed
in the present
experiment. There are factor, otter than
imnaturalnes. of
woice and lack of breath control which
must be corrected.
There is the further handicap of falee
speech habits which
hawc become fixated in these subjects, and
which must be
broken if they are to dewelop further
toward iiormal cpecch.
The methods meed in this experiment
arc adaptable to
the training of young children
entering school. At this
atagc of their epeech development
they have decided adwantagec
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over the older children la that they hare aero natural
voices, and they have not developed vloioue speech habits.
The teacher has the advantage, therefore, of being able to
ttart froo the beginning and to establish habits of breath
control and voice production upon which the uore detailed as-
pect* of speech can bo built, with the foundation of
nature! vole* and proper breath control, the probleu of de-
veloping nerval speech habits, and at the mm tlue retain-
ing a swre natural vole* quality In young deaf children
should he uade easier.
In conclusion, it was shown dearly as a result of the
investigation that it 1* possible In children with vole**
characterized as breathy (a) to develop nor* normal voices,
(b) to reduce th* factor of breathinsss, (e) to develop
gore Boreal speech breathing coordinations: and (d) a nor*
natural vole* quality and nor* nomal speech-breathing co-
ordinations insure a greater degree of Intelligibility In
the speech of deaf subjects.
thirteen subjects were used In this investigation. The
subjects *er* divided into two groups: (1) an sxperinental
group of six subject* and (2) a control group of «*ven sue-
Jeet*. Speech breathing test*, and speeoh
intelligibility
tests wore flren before and after th* training
to both
group* for the perpoe* of determining the
gains ead* by th*
subject* during the investigation, the *ubJeots in the
ex-
perimental group were also given tests to
determine the degre*
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of control over the vooal eorde 1b voice production before
end after the training. Exercises based on experimental
facts as far as possible, were developed for the correction
of breathlness in deaf children* s voices, end for the pur-
pose of working toward normal speech breathing coordina-
tions, the exercises developed were given to the experi-
mental group only, the gains of the subjects in the con-
trol group were used as a scans of evaluating the exercises
as given to the subjects In the experlnental group, the re-
sults of the investigation show dearly that during the
training period the subjects in the experimental group de-
veloped a sore noreal voice quality; reduced the factor of
fare thines s, and developed more normal speech breathing
coordinations. A sore natural voice quality and sore nor-
mal speech breathing coordinations insure a greater degree
of intelligibility in the speech of deaf subjects.
- 46 -
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Epigastrium,
, p<teck
11 (E.W.) Daaf S abject /.se«- before frainmy
Speech - breatkinj f
near* 1
figure 1.
COMPOSITE KTQiOGRAi? SHOWING THE SPEECH BREATHING OF
A NORMAL SPEAKER AND A DEAF SUBJECT SPEAKING THE
90 SYLLABLE PARAGRAPH BEFORE AND AFTER TRAINING.
Tracing I. Kyaograa from a normal subject.
L. Sternum - tracing of the movement of the
chest wall taken at the lower sternum level.
The movements are smooth and regular. There is
a rapid inspiration followed by the slow
phrasing movement. There are 5 phrases for the
90 syllable paragraph.
Epigastrium- tracing of the movement of the ab-
dominal wall taken at the aid-epigastrio level;
the movements are smooth and regular, similar
to those in the tracing above.
Tracing XX. Kymogram for a deaf subject before training.
L. Sternum- tracing of the movement of the chest
wall taken at the lower sternum level. The
movements are very irregular with breathing move-
ments of varying lengths. There are 21 phrases
for the 90 syllable paragraph.
Epigastrium- tracing of the movements of the ab-
dominal wall taken at the mid-epigastric level.
The movements are very irregular. Note the *
changes in the general level of the tracing.
Tracing XIX. Kymogram for a deaf subject after training*
L. Sternum- tracing of the movement of the chest
wall taken at the lower sternum level for both
quiet and speech breathing. The speech breath-
ing movements with the exception of the first
four phrases are more regular than those before
training. There are 7 or 8 phrases for the 90
syllable paragraph.
Epigastrium-tracing shows the movement of the
abdominal wall at the mid-epigastric level for
quiet and speech breathing. Phrases 1 to 4 show
short gasps for breath appearing on a larger
phrasing movement. Phrases 5,6, and ? indicate
that the breathing mechanism has become adjusted.
The movements are regular and of greater ampli-
tude than those of the sternum above.
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figure 2.
COMPOSITE KYUOORAM SHDWIBQ THE SYLLABLES
ARABS HAB BPOEEH BT A NORMAL SPEAKER AMD
TM' v>'.": i/'F HMBOfl H9SM and fcfTfil
miiyti.
Tracing* X. and VX. Air pressure just outside the south for
a normal speaker using the voice taabour in Treeing X
end the pneusodelfc In Trading VI. The voice taabour re-
sponds to voices with low frequencies. The pncusodelk Is
sore sensitive to delicate pressure changes end responds
to higher frequencies. The flow of breath rises free the
baseline for the aspirate h before the vowel In the syl-
lable h«r. The vibrations negin at the baseline for the
syllable sr..
Tracing XX. Air pressure Just cutslde the couth for a deaf
subject before training made with the voice tacbour. There
Is no flow of breath for the aspirate in the syllable
Treeing XIX. Air pressure Just outside the south for the
sees subject after training:. There la a clear distinction
between tine syllables s£ and her. This Is very such like
the tracing free the normal subject, tracing I.
Tracing I*. Air pressure Just outside the south fer a deaf
subject before training, sa.de with a pneusodeik. There
Is no flew ©f breath for the aspirate & In the syllable
at. There Is no differentiation between the two
syTleblee. The voice it of a very high, pitch.
Tracing V. Air pressure Just outside the south for the
saae subject after training. There Is no flow of
breath for the aspirate h in the syllable bar. The
tracing shows the flow of breath for one syllable he£,
is the first syllable.
Treeing VXX. Mr pressure Just outelde the south for a
deaf subject before training. There le no flow of
breath for the aspirate ft In tee syllabls There Is
no differentiation between the two syllables. Breath
Is taken between each syllable.
Tracing VIII. Air oreesure lust outside the south for the
ease subject after training. Bat shows where voice
begins for the syllable a*. There 1* a clear dis-
tinction between the two syllables. It is very «uch
like the tracing fros the normal subject, Tracing VI.
All of the syllables are given without taking a breath
between syllables.
sz
Table 1
Diotinotlon betvean s£. ^ expressed In percent;
the TXgm* ladleate the ability of «*fth etabjeot to con-
trol the glottel aAJwteent for the two types of *82Sk
att&ofc*
ExsHsrlmtitia tirade
Initial tests teete
m AC hit
O.K. 100% 100* 8<*
a.B. 00 m 64*
100% 100% 100%
v. a. 100% oof 100% 20%
s.t. m 100% 96%
J. A. m 90% ?8;;f
Average 72% 38* V7% 7Z%
Si
Table 2
Shoving data from the Individual breathing teats for each
subject in the experimental groro. before and after training.
Subject So.
pfera-
C.E.
Initial tests
Aaount
breath
Speech
Score
Average
0.8.
ses
16 166 38
17 187 38
13 143 41
22 186 43
•8"" "162
-a
so.
phra-
ses
6
8
6
8
Pinal tests
Aaount
breath
96
97
116
107
36
36
34
36
12
9
12
12
10
Average
J.B.
Average
7.R.
16
18
16
23
19
79 36
67 33
91 37
84 36
86 38
187 38
161 36
187 36
-ifS-- S-
137 64
136 49
12
13
12
12
12
104
86
84
62
36
33
34
30
33
32
68
-17-
8.V.
Average 28
J. A.
21 138 81
27 284 42
28 249 43
22 284 41
262 42
23 178 42
26 210 38
27 236 39
28 213 38
"25 ~ 309"
~12
11
13
13
13
17
18
18
J&
16
*8l
94
102
100
LIS
L02
32"
34
36
37
129
117
108
J*
112
N
43
44
JB-
48 27
8
13
13
20
18
.ft
13
180
146
170
178
102
139
40
48
46
47
43
4ft,
44 32
Average
ATeragf IggXft
Average 6.3 «970 2870 -
8.8. 1.2 16.0 1.1
8
9
11
10
-S---S!
83
117
62
33
31
31
27
-t
130
T ble 3.
Shoving data fro* the breathing testa for eaoh subject
In the control group , before and after training.
Initial tests Final testa
Subject Mo. Amount Time speech Bo. Aaoont Tloe Spoeoh
para- Breath Soore Phra- breath toores
ses aes
V.G. 13 89 48 12 87 50
14 94 47 11 66 61
13 101 47 16 79 80
80.
_ - i» 18 fiP 61
Average 12 88 47 27 13 78 81 31
X.8. 22.8 187 40 16 188 38
88 127 41 16 169 36
22 161 37 16 138 36
Average" ~22** ~ ^4§ ~ " 39 16" ~ ~ \l~ ~ "162 36 ~ " 22"
W.8. 10 184 37 14 172 39
12 192 37 13 199 41
11 203 40 12 173 39
Average"* "if ~ " $8 " ~ S li " " x2 IIS 4§ " " To"
O.B. 17 134 34 20 168 46
13 111 38 17 116 43
13 144 34 24 142 46
Average " K iS isf 4 if ~ ~ ~ $4 9*
"
O.P. 27 249 87 28 231 84
89 264 5B 23 223 67
86 260 61 21 221 63
21 213 81
Average" ~27~ ~ " 268" ~ ~ 87 5 " ~ 23 222 64 " " fl"
8.0. 23 197 46 BJ 148 42
21 149 40 20 128 38
21 162 41 19 127 38
Average " 22 156 40 " " 17 22 " " $34* " " 38 2l
"
M.V. 20 189 46 14 124 40
18 184 49 16 131 43
18 173 43 16 137 44
Average" "li " " To* " " 47 19" " " & S " " Si'
5S
Table 4.
Shoving the Individual and average gain daring the
training period In immrtm\%I for both the
experiments! ajnd scntrei group*.
Experieental Group.
Initial T**t 4£ & 2 2
Pinal Teet ** 70
e.s. <j.b. J.B.
63 29
6? 44 fa
27 33 1? v'9 5e ifc M
Control Group.
Y.B. W.S. O.B. O.P. B.O. Mjr. Average
Initial feet 40 J3 ft
t 4? 73 71 49
Pinal Test ga 67 42 36 74 81 87 ©2
Oala " 7
~~4~ " 36 27 8 IB 13
5(*.
Table 5.
Showing average seores of the Intelligibility tests
for both groups of subject? before end after training, the
eeores for both types of auditors and a final average are
given.
Experlsental Group
Initial test
Subjeot Look and
Listen Av.
c.s.
G.B.
J.B.
7.R.
S.W.
J.A.
50
ie
47
34
47
49
Listen
AV.
SO
8
59
*
35
44
den.
AV.
40
11
53
29
41
II
Look and
Listen Av.
82
56
79
68
78
73
Pinal Test
Listen 3s n.
At. Av.
67
44
70
31
62
6B
75 77
64
Gen. den. 41
efnge
33 37 73 67 65
Initial, Test
Subjeot Look <*nd
Listen Av.
V.O.
T.B.
?• 3.
O.S.
O.P.
s.o.
49
68
8
44
76
76
Control Group
Listen
AV.
39
60
20
10
50
70
66
Gen.
AV.
45
63
39
9
47
73
71
:,ooic and
Listen Av.
42
42
Pinal Test
Listen Con.
AV. AV.
47
69
41
29
66
78
86
62
67
42
35
74
81
67
Gen. Gen.
Average
54 49 58 82
si
Table 6.
Showing the individual and average gain during th«
training period in oojeblned JSSEft *or the
peridental and control groups.
SxperiBcntal Group
C.E.
Initial
Teet U
final Teat 68
G.B. J. 8. T.R- S.W.
8
38
17
41
7
27
5
32
J. A. Average
7 8
69 44
Gain 67 30 24 20 27 62 36
Control Group
7.0. Y.B. W.3. 0.8. O.P. 8.0. M.W.
Initial Tent
Final Test
27
31
16
22
16
16
4
9
8
11
17
21
19
31
Average
16
20
4 7 00 8 8 4 12
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